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Background

The Faculty of Language and Literature, Transilvania State University,
Mastery Degree in Philological DidacEcs, BucureșE State University,”The
culture of
Achievement – a new method in classroom management” ; Alumna in
”Teach for
Romania” programme; Curriculum advisor in ArtCrowD NGO – social skills
SituaEonal Leadership II, Train of Trainers, MoEvaEonal Learning, 
Networking 
CommunicaEon skills I, CerEficate of Youth Leader -Training in City Bound 
Erasmus+
project in Berlin (2017), adventure-based learning CerEficate in Teaching
extracurricular acEviEes – Training M&M Erasmus in Barcelona (2017)

Iulia Zecheru

Having been a Romanian Language and Literature Teacher for the past 4 years, following my pre university studies, I decided that communication study can fulfill
my dream of sending the message that changes start within us. The ways we choose to express ourselves have a strong and diverse impact according to the
words we use and not only what we say, but also how we say it and in what context we choose to communicate determines the effects of our emotional
balance.
Furthermore, arts are a generous mean of communication through which everyone feels he/she can express freely. I like drama-theatre and I use plays as a
method of teaching different difficult contents to develop necessary competences for students. I use images, pictures, animation movies and not only! Actually,
everythng is communication! The importance of efficient communication is vital for strong relationships and it is made through active-listening, empathy and
respect. I consider a priority the development of strong capable autonomous characters. My teaching merges playful approaches and creativity with a flexible
attitude according to the needs and interests of every student and every group dynamics so that there is a recipe with secret ingredients known only by us – the
active participants at the authentic learning process. Everything surrounding us is a way of knowing and also of self-knowledge! Homo, noscete ispum – ”Human,
know yourself and you’ll know the Universe!” says the inscription on the arcade of Delphi columns. Thus, from apparently small things, from often trips in
nature, from exposing to the sphere music and activities that rise your soul and better yourself, we can consider that we extract self-reflection treasures and
self-knowledge to develop intelligence: INTELEGERE (lat.) = the understanding of internal and external phenomena. This way, I develop as the teacher of myself
and I send through my own example and through my knowledge, values such as: integrity and taking charge, responsibility, passion that implies a lot of sustained
effort, bravery, determination, authenticity and also empathy and collaboration – critical and creative thinking – thus, multiple perspectives of diverse situations
in life.


